TAKE OFF TO THE CLOUDS
THE SAFE AND EASY WAY!
With the single digital market for cloud services for Research & Education

PICK OUT WHAT TO WEAR

SELECT A BAG
Ask your NREN for access to the contract repository, select a reseller and sign the call-off agreement.
Have more requirements? Run a mini-competition, pick the winning combo and add additional clauses to the call-off agreement for a tailor-made solution.

LOCK AND LOAD
Check SAML-identity and authorisation to make sure it fits, sign the contract and get ready...

BON VOYAGE!
You’ll get there a lot more relaxed and faster than you think when you have packed well.

ENJOY THE TRIP!
- Security, privacy and confidentiality
- Standards for seamless interoperability to (no vendor lock-in)
- Reliability, availability, data location and replication
- Diverse choice from a large selection of services
- Economic sustainability
- Favourable consortium pricing agreements
- Direct peering
- Federated Authentication and ID management (AAI)
- Adaptive payment methods

With GÉANT’s Cloud Services you can
Empower users to select and use services they need
Offer an easy, intuitive and cost-effective acquisition model
Save time and money
Facilitate dynamic academic collaboration for academic research
https://clouds.geant.org
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